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History
Our guiding principles for building a premier logistics company began in 1979; growing from the seeds created by
Pavestone Company's first bobtail delivery truck to an asset based distribution system with hundreds of owned 18
wheelers, servicing Pavestone's 5,000+ big box retailers. Customers included Home Depot and Walmart as well as
thousands of commercial & residential project sites, delivering from Pavestone's 16 factories across the country. By 2003
Pavestone Company, well on its way to becoming a $400 million national concrete landscape products manufacturer,
decided to synthesize its 24 years of freight transportation proficiency with its internal fleet, contract carriers and 3pl
freight providers all combined into Bedrock Logistics. The mission; to reduce wasted "empty back haul miles" (that like
most factory truck fleets were 50% of total trucking costs), improve delivery times, and minimize overall outbound &
inbound transportation costs. With the sale of Pavestone Company in 2012, Bedrock Logistics, LLC became a standalone, debt-free, independent 3rd Party Logistics provider (3PL).
Since consumers don't care what color truck their goods are delivered on, our sophisticated TMS software and
experienced operations team selects from literally tens of thousands of qualified carriers, with the scope to offer the
most reliable and efficient freight logistics service to manufacturers and distributors throughout the United States,
Canada and Mexico. From revenue of $13 million in its first year as an independent company, Bedrock has grown its
Truckload and LTL service and expects to surpass $80 million in revenue with over 70,000 shipments in the next 12
months.
Ownership:

Bedrock Logistics is a privately held LLC, established by the founder of Pavestone Company

Locations:

Corporate Headquarters in Dallas, Texas, with four locations in Florid, and Texas providing coverage
from east to west coasts including Canada and Mexico

Operations:

Bedrock currently has a team of over 75 skilled transportation professionals with extensive experience
in transportation and logistics management, utilizing a very high powered proprietary Transportation
Management Software, developed by and in concert with MercuryGate International, to provide
premier transportation and logistics services to its expanding customer base. Management has well over
100 years of combined transportation experience to support this team.
www.bedrocklogistics.com
Andrew Birkins, Exec VP – Andrew.Birkins@bedrocklogistics.com
Ben Long, CFO – Ben.Long@bedrocklogistics.com
John McManama, Director – John.McManama@bedrocklogistics.com
Robert J. Schlegel, CEO and Pavestone Founder – Bob@bedrocklogistics.com
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